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Abstract

Human trafficking is the third largest criminal industry after the drug trade and arms dealing, and it is also one of the fastest growing international crimes. Its victims are exploited in sex trafficking in large urban areas, vacation and tourist spots, near military bases; in labour trafficking fuelled by the demand for unskilled labour, present in seasonal agriculture, tourism, construction, fisheries and domestic servitude. This modern-day slavery is an affront to the dignity of the human being and a violation of core human rights. It is also a crime against the state that undermines labour relations, health, safety and security of every country it touches as a source of victims, place of transit or final destination. Concerted efforts locally and globally are necessary to combat it. Through the lens of the New Haven School of Thought, also known as Policy-Oriented Jurisprudence, this article analyses the problem of trafficking in human beings, presents the decisions made to address it, and develops recommendations to improve solutions.
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I. Introduction

There is no such a thing as trading without limits. In our globalized world, as countries interact commercially inter se and enjoy the advantages of free trade, they also establish policies, enact laws and impose rules to regulate the flow of goods in and out of their borders. They restrict trade for many reasons, mostly to protect their domestic industries and resources. They establish quotas, tariffs, subsidies, licenses, embargoes, standards – all in an effort to exercise some control on reasons of protecting national security, an infant industry or a strategically important branch of the economy.

But, are they doing enough to check the flow of people moving with the intention to serve, but ending up traded across international borders? Are governments protecting the most valuable resource of a nation? How are they performing towards ending the modern-slave trade? Through the lens of the New Haven School of Thought, globally also known as Policy-Oriented Jurisprudence, this article aims at analysing the problem of trafficking in human beings and the process of society’s communication in trying to solve this problem of utmost gravity. The methodology employed will help delimit the problem of trafficking in human beings, exemplified in the context of the Asia-Pacific region; it will identify the conflicting claims and lay out past trends in decision, laws and policies established to combat this phenomenon, to be followed by the projection of future trends in this region. The study will conclude with an appraisal of past practices and recommend better approaches to the problem, in order to enhance the prospects for a world public order of human dignity, a slave-free global society.

II. Delimitation of the Problem

Hong Kong and Singapore rose atop the 2010 Asia-Pacific index Good Governance for International Business produced by Vriens & Partners, followed by New Zealand and Australia. Open economies attracting foreign investment seem to be good places for legitimate business activity in these two dynamic cities of a region boasting of diverse emerging economies. However, while

2 Vriens & Partners, is a political risk consultancy focused on Asia.
governance, business and investment seem to be satisfying the criteria set out by the index as it regards Rule of Law, Openness to International Trade & Business, Taxation, Corruption, Public Sector Quality & Effectiveness, and Fiscal & Monetary Administration, a whole underground of illegitimate activity stains the fabric of trade and production in the region. For starters, trafficking of women and children across the Asia-Pacific region seems to represent 'the largest slave trade in … history'.\(^3\) Notoriously known as the hub of human trafficking, particularly for sexual exploitation, the region has also been blamed for paying mere lip service to this issue and the lack of systematic research into this phenomenon.\(^4\)

Just last year, in July 2011, the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP) held the Asia-Pacific Business Forum in Bangkok under the overarching theme: ‘Facing Challenges, Capturing Opportunities’.\(^5\) The discussion mostly focused on issues related to Asia and the Pacific’s potential and capacity to lead global business, to improve business connectivity, to harness business-government partnerships, to secure agricultural sustainability and food security, green economy and energy security, as well as opportunities that arise from free trade agreements.\(^6\) However, to their credit, in a side event entitled ‘Ending Human Trafficking is Smart Business’, organized by ESCAP in collaboration with the organization End Human Trafficking Now (EHTN), the meeting focused on sharing experiences and tools used to identify and to prevent human trafficking, as developed by a partnership between Microsoft and the and the UN’s Global Initiative to Fight Human Trafficking (UN.GIFT). It is important to note that in its conclusions and recommendations, human trafficking was considered a business problem requiring action on the part of businesses to identify trafficking hidden in the supply chain.\(^7\) While the idea to add restrictions to business and trade is not
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\(^4\) Nicola Piper, ‘A Problem by a Different Name? A Review of Research on Trafficking in South-East Asia and Oceania’ (2005) 43 *International Migration* 203.


\(^6\) *Ibid*, p 2, para 11.

\(^7\) *Ibid*, p 7, paras 3, 5. One of the recommendations has to do with encouraging businesses to commit to the Athens Ethical Principles, which are also supported by the Secretary General of the United Nations, in order for them to develop an effective anti-trafficking strategy.
necessarily a popular view, it is nevertheless a crucial necessity, if governments and businesses indeed intend to be serious about combating and ending human trafficking.

Human trafficking cannot be combated effectively if it is not seen in the larger framework of rebalancing macroeconomic gaps in a globalized world. This socio-economic asymmetry is created mostly through a readily available supply from the developing world and a constant and even increasing market demand for cheap labour, products and services in industrialized countries. The traffickers, in their highly clandestine modus operandi, are filling in the gaps created by the changing of societal priorities, mostly directed towards cross-border trade and investment, and the inability of governments and intergovernmental organizations to manage migration properly. The markets and industries demand labour resources and services. The people driven by poverty and uneven distribution of wealth demand a better life and rush to wherever their skilled or unskilled labour is needed. Because of the development of technology and communications, people tend to dream big and in the process of planning to realize their dreams, their defences are weakened as they are more and more predisposed to overlook the potential risks, and fall victim to fraudulent promises of lucrative jobs. They ultimately end up bought and sold into de facto enslavement.
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8 ESCAP and End Trafficking Now presented a proposal that dealt with the potentiality of a specific certification on business free of trafficking, but this proposal immediately cautioned against ‘excess of certification’ that could turn into an obstacle for business and trade: *ibid*, p 8, paras 6, 7.


Human trafficking is a hallmark activity of the dark underside of international commerce. It is estimated to generate US$31-$32 billion of profits annually for organized crime syndicates around the world. Such proceeds mark it as the most profitable illicit trade globally and as a fountain for the growth of organized crime. Indeed, it is a fast-growing black market industry throughout the planet: no country is immune from this criminal enterprise. It affects communities across the board, on a micro- and macro-level, be they countries of origin, transit or destination.

People are falling into modern-day slavery in galloping numbers. It is estimated that up to 27 million people in the world today are under a form of human trafficking.\(^{14}\) The ILO had estimated that about 12.3 million people are exploited in forced labour, bonded labour, forced child labour, or sexual servitude.\(^{15}\) In 2006, the United States records indicated that about 800,000 people were trafficked across international borders yearly, 80% of which are women and 50% of the latter are minors.\(^{16}\) Human trafficking challenges the rule of law through perpetuating the culture of corruption and aggravating the status of safety, security and preservation of law of every nation involved.\(^{17}\)

Feminization of poverty and migration, civil and political conflicts and strife, natural disasters, globalization generally and ease of global communications – are all factors that interact to create an unlimited supply of people ready to be trafficked. On the other side, a growing demand for prostitution, adult-entertainment, mail-order brides, cheap labour, human organs and tissue, as well as stringent immigration policies, tougher border control, topped with the unfortunate decrease in morality and faith, and the increase in greed – all create fertile ground for a black market necessity. Based on the above definition of the problem, the consequence is clearly a ruptured public order.
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\(^{15}\) US Department of State, Trafficking in Persons Report (10th edn, June 2010); and International Labour Organization, ILO Action against Trafficking in Human Beings (2008), p 2.

\(^{16}\) See US Department of State (note 15 above), p 6.


So, what next? The New Haven School leads us to analyse the response to the problem in the past and in the future, with the ultimate goal of ‘protection, restoration and improvement of public order’. Michael Reisman delineated several specific sanctioning goals that could help restore and improve public order, namely: preventing imminent discrete public order violations; suspending current public order violations; deterring, in general, potential future public order violations; restoring public order after it has been violated; correcting the behaviour that generates public order violations; rehabilitating victims who have suffered the brunt of public order violations; reconstructing in a larger social sense to remove conditions that appear likely to generate public order violations. All of these sanctioning goals are practically applicable at different stages of addressing the societal problem of human trafficking. The following sections of this article will address some of these goals. But before we do that, it is necessary to identify what, at present, does the community say it wants. Who claims what? The next pages focus on answering these questions by identifying claims, claimants, their identifications, perspectives, and bases of power.

III. Conflicting Claims, Claimants, Identifications, Perspectives, Bases of Power

Having defined above the societal global problem of human trafficking, it is prudent to analyse the claims raised within the community, as their conflict constitutes the problem the law has to address. In a general sense, all individuals and groups aim at maximizing their access to the processes that shape and share all things human beings value, ie power, wealth, affection, well-being, enlightenment, skills, rectitude and respect. In the expansive scheme of trafficking in human beings, there are numerous claimants with their respective claims, perspectives and bases of power, such as perpetrators, victims and their families, vulnerable communities and society at large, including the private sector and civil society. They all have values at stake, and certain roles to play in the trafficking chain of exploitation either by exploiting or being exploited. For the purposes of this paper, only two categories of claimants will be discussed: the perpetrators and the victims.

---

A. The perpetrators of human trafficking

For the perpetrators of the public order, the values at stake for violation through trafficking in humans, and in their view up for grabs, are mainly power and wealth. There are, however, several kinds and layers of perpetrators, who could be reaching out even beyond power and wealth. They are men and women from all walks of life. Let us examine the dynamics of several layers of violators.

1. Organized criminal groups engaged in cross-border trafficking of persons

Historically, when the opportunity has presented itself, criminal groups aiming to expand their wealth and also their power have engaged in illicit profit-making interconnecting schemes of criminal acts across, at times, several international borders.\(^\text{20}\) Transnational crime is not a new phenomenon; however, it has been perceived to have spread exponentially because of more freedom in the movement of people, goods and services with the development of globalization during the last few years.\(^\text{21}\) Human trafficking is no different. It most often involves cross-border circulation of criminals and their ‘merchandise’ – human trafficking victims, as well as circulation of proceeds from this criminal activity.\(^\text{22}\)

In what is considered to be a conservative calculation, the annual profits from transnational organized crime are estimated to be between US$500 to US$1500 billion,\(^\text{23}\) whereas the proceeds from trafficking in human beings range from Interpol’s 2001 estimate of US$19 billion\(^\text{24}\) to a business group’s finding of over US$31 billion a year.\(^\text{25}\)
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\(^\text{20}\) See, for instance, the involvement of Russian organized crime and the Mexican cartels in the commercial sex trade of young girls in Florida. Cf Michael Williams, ‘Human Trafficking is Happening in Palm Beach County’ (News Channel 5, 29 February 2012); available at: http://www.wptv.com/dpp/news/local_news/special_reports/human-trafficking-is-happening-in-palm-beach-county.


\(^\text{22}\) Council of the European Union, Action-Oriented Paper on strengthening the EU external dimension on action against trafficking in human beings; Towards Global EU Action against Trafficking in Human Beings, 6865/10, GS/ACA/rt, Brussels (25 February 2010).

\(^\text{23}\) Wang and Wang (note 22 above).


trafficking, weapons and drug trade, continues to pose a great threat to the territories and population of many countries, and has been described as the dark side of globalization. It is one of the most serious security problems in our contemporary world, globally recognized as one of the six kinds of national and international security threats by the United Nations in 2004. The amount of wealth involved, as highlighted in the figures listed above, as well as the enormous influence it could generate underlines the gravity of the threat.

It is understandable that human traffickers harbour the same economic and political motivations as other transnational criminal organizations and they resort to the same methods of coercion and deception of their victims, as well as corruption of government officials and other sectors of the society. They are amongst the most important mechanisms to unlawfully redistribute national wealth, to unduly influence markets, political power and societal relations in any community. The Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime defines an organized criminal group as ‘a structured group of three or more persons, existing for a period of time and acting in concert with the aim of committing one or more serious crimes or offenses…in order to obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or other material benefit’. It should come as no news that organized crime is attracted to human trafficking because of its high profits and its historically low risk of detection, as evidenced in the fact that slavery and practices akin to it never really disappeared.

To organized trafficking crime syndicates, individuals are nothing more than ‘a good commodity, not easily perishable, transportable over long distances, and able to be re-used and re-sold’. By the very nature of the ‘commodity’ this business ensures long-term exploitation of individuals, and it results

26 Those threats are: (1) economic and social threats, including poverty, infectious disease and environmental degradation; (2) inter-State conflict; (3) internal conflict, including civil war, genocide and other large-scale atrocities; (4) nuclear, radiological, chemical and biological weapons; (5) terrorism; and (6) transnational organized crime: ibid.
27 Shelley (note 9 above), pp 83, 112.
in continuous income for the traffickers. There is stability and regularity of income through human trafficking and this provides a good basis for criminal organizations to expand their activities, but also to broaden the reach of their organization.\textsuperscript{31} Exerting power through money is no news either as will be shown below in the section on corruption.

2. Single-person enterprise of traffickers

This is a category present in every country, where trafficking flourishes within the borders of a sovereign nation.\textsuperscript{32} Research has shown that individuals, working single-handedly, have been able to recruit, transport and exploit their victims\textsuperscript{33} and have managed to access profits, increase their well-being and even accumulate wealth.\textsuperscript{34} In their quest for dominance, they have abused their position of power in multiple types of relationships: parent-child,\textsuperscript{35} husband-wife,\textsuperscript{36} caretaker-person-to-be-cared,\textsuperscript{37} or boyfriend-girlfriend,\textsuperscript{38} to mention but

\begin{thebibliography}{99}

\textsuperscript{32} Human Smuggling and Trafficking Center, Domestic Human Trafficking – An Internal Issue (December 2008); available at: www.state.gov/documents/organization/113612.pdf.
\textsuperscript{34} Jayashri Srikantiah, ‘Perfect Victims and Real Survivors: The Iconic Victim in Domestic Human Trafficking Law’ (2007) 87 BUL Rev 157, 164 (explaining how domestic workers and especially trafficked domestic workers do a large amount of work with little or no pay).
\textsuperscript{36} Women News, ‘Human Trafficking – 24 Year Old Husband Attempts to Sell Wife into Prostitution in India’ (19 October 2011); available at: women-news.org/2011/10/19/262/.
\textsuperscript{38} The most typical situation that falls under this category is where trafficking recruiters date women and girls for a while to earn their trust or establish control over them before they turn them to the initially intended purpose, see United States v Jerome E Todd 584 F 3d 788 (2009); United States v Jimenez-Calderon et al 183 Fed Appx 274 (2006).
\end{thebibliography}
a few such interpersonal constellations. In the process, they have also aimed at gaining or imposing affection – a value that humans usually desire most intensely.

3. Businesses
In their boundless quest for maximizing profits and drastically reducing costs, a good number of businesses frown at no means that would help them reach their end. Used to power and wealth and the respect that flows from them, they make good use of, and abuse, what the market has to offer, including human beings. Driven by socially accepted consumerism, they often make no difference as to what they trade, buy or sell.

4. Clients of commercial sex and sex tourists
In a perverse pursuit of instant well-being, the ugly reality of ‘cash for sex with unwilling girls or young women at brothels’ is pervasive in virtually every part


of the world, irrespective of the status of the laws regulating or criminalizing prostitution. In addition to the realistic claim of instant sexual gratification, the clients and sex tourists also often claim, quite incredibly, that they are doing a favour to the women or children involved: this way, they argue, the victims are having access to food, clothes and shelter, which they would, in their view, otherwise not be able to secure.

5. Corrupt government officials at all levels
Blinded with power, government officials at all levels have been nurturing their untamed self-indulgence for money and wealth in the easiest way possible: through corruption. The high level of corruption generated and maintained by organized trafficking crime groups or individuals engaging in this trade is characteristic of many countries. Since transnational trafficking of human beings involves crossing of national borders, efforts by the states for stricter immigration and border control has increased the criminal organizations scope of bribing public officials. In many countries there is a prevalent culture of corruption and this makes it easier for traffickers. In fact, no culture seems to be totally immune to it. One such example is an American diplomat in India who was sought out by an organized trafficking group, put in a compromising position and then blackmailed. Playing the card of his vulnerabilities, the group demanded, successfully, that he provide visas which resulted in large sums of money to the organization as a result of their ability to move victims to the United States. A United Kingdom diplomat was found in the same position in Albania. In addition to embassy officials, traffickers also target border patrol officials, law enforcement, lawyers and travel agencies to acquire fraudulent visas and passports, residence permits, and access through airports and other border crossings that would otherwise be denied.

B. Victims
The paradigm of the modern-day slavery is the holding of a person in exploitation, such as sexual exploitation, a traumatizing experience of constant and abiding humiliation. Cut off from contact with the outside world, prostitutes are but objects in the hands of their masters. Similar situations
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of abiding servitude are observed in the labour sector, particularly in the agricultural field, manufacturing, food service industries, mining, in situations of domestic help abuse, in what is called the adult entertainment industry, and even in the provision of spouses across borders, facilitated by the business of offering mail-order brides. Victims are of all genders and of diverse ages: men, women, and children. Some groups are targeted specifically for their particular vulnerability, such as migrant workers, illegal migrants, internally displaced persons, refugees etc. Victims of human trafficking are the raison d’être of any effort made to end trafficking. Their aspirations, and claims to everything that humans value, warrant a more detailed analysis. No matter of what gender or age, these victims all have claims to the value of well-being, their human right to life, liberty and security, including social security. They have a right to rest and leisure and the right to be free from torture, cruel or inhuman treatment or punishment. In a trafficking situation the victims are virtually deprived of any of these rights. In their claim to affection, victims aspire for true love and friendliness. They have a right to marry and to found a family, and they should not be forced into marriage or deprived of it. They want to engage in congenial association with their peers, also peacefully assemble and associate. Most trafficking victims in domestic servitude are kept in solitude, away from their peers, completely deprived of support systems of any kind. Respect is another value at stake in the case of trafficking victims. The first article of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights affirms that ‘all human beings are born free and equal in dignity and right’. Trafficking victims are neither free nor treated with dignity. Living in de facto slavery or servitude, their honour and reputation are constantly under attack, many times they lose the respect of even their closest family and friends. Being on the supply side of the trafficking scheme, abused because of their position of vulnerability, they virtually have no power, though it is but natural that they aspire for recognition everywhere as a person, also before the law. They should be entitled to an effective remedy for years of hardship and exploitation, awarded by competent tribunals. There is nothing wrong with the aspiration to accumulate wealth: most people, no matter where they come from, look at wealth as a desired value. Victims of trafficking are no different: they aim at earning and owning material goods and property as well. In their quest for a better standard of living that
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would be adequate for their individual well-being and the well-being of their family, they fall prey to fraudulent promises of wealth, sometimes to be acquired beyond the borders of their respective countries. They end up in exploitative schemes and circumstances.

A large number of trafficking victims fall prey to false promises about access to education, *enlightenment* and *skills*. In the trafficking paradigm, the process most of the time starts with the victim being recruited to work in some kind of job that seems to be freely chosen, or is transported into a country with the idea to be schooled, or employed, in a job that needs her talents or looks. As the victims struggle against unemployment, they believe that they can do better elsewhere, particularly as they are explicitly told so by traffickers, who most of the time are people they know, or someone a trusted person introduces them to.

Victims, their families and injured communities aspire to values that the law itself, namely human rights law, nationally and internationally, has recognized as rights of human beings. There is no scenario of exploitation that could more drastically and gravely affect all of the individual rights of human beings, than trafficking in human beings. Viewed from the perspective of the victim, the several rights at issue here would be the right to safety; the right to privacy; the right to information; the right to legal representation; the right to be heard in court; the right to compensation for damages; the right to medical assistance; the right to social assistance; the right to seek residence; and the right to return to their country of origin. It is these rights that the trafficking victims now claim to have been violated. They hope to use whatever power base they might have to secure a response by the law that would restore their rights.

IV. Past Trends in Decision and Their Conditioning Factors

In light of the claims delineated above, this section explores the trends of decision relating to our problem and the factors that conditioned such decisions. The New Haven School conceives of law not reductively as a body of commands of the sovereign but as a process of authoritative and controlling decisions over time – decisions that are subject to critical appraisal and change. A legal decision is a message with *policy content* (‘You shall do this …’ or ‘refrain from doing that

---


What are these trends then in the context of human trafficking? Who is making the decisions? Is there enough of a showing of control intent? We answer these questions by looking at the law in a certain community, namely in an international and regional context, as well as in a domestic jurisdiction.

A. Decisions by and for the International Community

1. Human trafficking as modern-day slavery
   i. The 1926 Slavery Convention

   Trafficking in human beings has been an issue frequently revisited by international bodies and domestic decision makers. It has been properly designated as ‘modern-day slavery’, and it has drawn the attention of states since the beginning of the 20th century. The first response came in 1904 with the ‘White Slave Traffic’ Convention. At that time we see the emergence of the concept of ‘traffic’ as it refers to the white slave. A proliferation of the trafficking of women throughout Europe caused alarm amongst the kings and queens and other ruling elites of the countries affected to come together and try to stop the enslavement of white women (though women and children were being sold and bought into the sex slave trade from all races, not just the white one). It was well accepted that the abolition of slavery worldwide had actually put an end to the consideration of a human being as a de jure form of property, a commodity to be bought and sold or inherited. However, it was clearly perceived that slavery-like practices were rampant throughout the globe, while a new wave of exploitation had made its way, entirely regardless of the colour of the skin – now white women were falling prey to commercial sexual exploitation in other countries, even beyond Europe.

   At that time, the international decision making process focused on a two-pronged approach to combating slavery-like practices and forced labour. It acted through the League of Nations and pertinent several conventions, as well as through specialized agencies such as the International Labour Organization.
(ILO). Overwhelmingly, human trafficking possesses functionally large-scale similarities with the old, institutionalized phenomenon of chattel slavery. Hence, it adequately required concerted efforts by the community of nations to confront the abiding phenomenon of most outrageous aspects of slavery, that were not necessarily institutionalized as chattel slavery, nor were they necessarily legally permanent or even legally sanctioned, as the hereditary system of slavery was.

By 1926, international decision makers aimed at outlawing forced labour in conditions analogous to slavery. They did this through the Slavery Convention of 1926, which is primarily concerned with forced labour. In art 1, the Slavery Convention redefines ‘slavery’ as ‘the status or condition of a person over whom any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership are exercised’. While chattel slavery was already condemned and outlawed virtually throughout the entire world, practices similar to slavery were becoming prevalent. Hence the international community recognized slavery in a redefined formulation where the exercise of ‘any’ not only ‘all’ powers attached to the right of ownership sufficed for the purposes of the definition of slavery. Except for the fact that modern slaves retain their legal personality, they are de facto enslaved: the subsequent exploitation of trafficked persons effectively amounts to slavery. This redefinition helped characterize the crime of enslavement, broadly defined, as an international crime, as it will be discussed below.

ii. Enslavement in international criminal law
In its traditional sense, slavery, as an institution where human beings were legally owned by other human beings, is part of the exclusive circle of offensive acts that was prohibited under all circumstances – a charter member of the club of jus cogens norms. As a crime against humanity, it was also part of the

49 Slavery Convention pmbl, art 5, 25 September 1926, TS 778, 60 LNTS 253 amended by Slavery Convention Protocol, opened for signature, 7 December 1953, 7 UST 479. Its forerunner was the General Act of the Brussels Conference of 1889-90, which declared that its signatories were mindful of and firmly intent on putting an end to the traffic in African slaves: ibid, pmbl.
50 Ibid, art 1.
Nuremberg Charter, the Tokyo Charter, and the Statutes of the ICTY and ICTR. However, it was not defined in any of these documents. Human rights conventions also prohibited ‘slavery’ on a universal or regional level, but they did not define the concept elementally. Various cases in the context of World War II could be read as including forced or compulsory labour under enslavement as a crime against humanity. A significant development came with the Rome Statute establishing the International Criminal Court, (ICC), and later in the case law dealing with the atrocities committed in the former Yugoslavia.

The 1998 Rome Statute included ‘enslavement’ as a crime against humanity in art 7(1)(c). It also defined ‘enslavement’ as ‘the exercise of any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership over a person and includes the exercise of such power in the course of trafficking in persons, in particular women and children’. This definition not only resembles the 1926 definition of slavery in the Slavery Convention, but it also brings in a similitude of human trafficking to enslavement. The decision makers were keeping abreast with the changes in environmental and social factors, as enumerated above in the delimitation of the problem – factors that had created fertile grounds for the uncontrolled movement of people and their subsequent exploitation. The increase in demand for cheap labour and promiscuous entertainment coupled with the simultaneously readily available supply of people mired in poverty and want, war and civil unrest, significantly conditioned the decisions of the authoritative actors.

This law on the books found perfect application in practice, as evidenced by the International Criminal Tribunal (ICTY) in the case of **Prosecutor v Kunarac**

---

53 Charter of the Int’l Military Trib of 1945, art 6(c), 8 August 1945, 59 Stat 1544, 82 UNTS 279.
59 Ibid, art 7(2)(c).
(2002). In this case, a leader of a Bosnian Serb reconnaissance unit, Dragoljub Kunarac, and two of his underlings, were put on trial and convicted of the multiple torture and rape of Bosnian Muslim women and girls in the city of Foča. This case also represents the first convictions of enslavement as a crime against humanity.

The ICTY interpreted slavery not to require a ‘right of ownership’, but the ‘presence of one or more of the powers attached to such a right’. The Trial Chamber puts forward the factors to be taken into consideration in determining whether enslavement was committed.

These are the control of someone’s movement, control of physical environment, psychological control, measures taken to prevent or deter escape, force, threat of force or coercion, duration, assertion of exclusivity, subjection to cruel treatment and abuse, control of sexuality and forced labour: para 543.

Here is how the court portrays enslavement in the context of the case:

The Trial Chamber … accepts that the witnesses were not free to go where they wanted to, even if … they were given the keys to the house at some point. …[T]he girls, … had nowhere to go, and had no place to hide from Dragoljub Kunarac … [who was] fully aware of this fact: para 740.

The [girls] … were denied any control over their lives by Dragoljub Kunarac … during their stay there. They had to obey all orders, they had to do household chores and they had no realistic option whatsoever to flee the house in Trnava or to escape their assailants. They were subjected to other mistreatments, such as … rape … The two women were treated as the personal property of Kunarac … [who] personally committed the act of enslavement: para 743.

Reading the above paragraphs one discerns a striking resemblance to the dynamics and the paradigm of human trafficking victims, who are constantly subjected to violence, force, physical and psychological coercion. These elements

---

61 Ibid, 281, para 883.
give the trafficker absolute control over the victim – an element of power attached to the right of ownership. This interpretation finds confirmation at another level internationally: human rights law, as can be seen in the 2010 landmark decision of the European Court of Justice in *Rantsev v Cyprus and the Russian Federation* (2010).62

iii. Decisions in the field of human rights

In the case of *Rantsev v Cyprus and Russia*, a 7 January 2010 decision of a seven-member chamber of the First Section of the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) under art 4 (the right to be free from slavery, servitude, forced or compulsory labour) of the European Convention on Human Rights, the court pushed the envelope further by functionally recognizing human trafficking as slavery and articulating distinct duties of when a state must act to combat this crime generally and in individual cases. The novelty of the *Rantsev* case lies in its application of *Kunarac*’s definition of enslavement and its consideration of human trafficking as falling within the scope of art 4.

The ICTY’s analysis helped the ECHR recognize that human trafficking is, by its very nature and exploitative aim, an exercise of powers attached to ownership. It further described trafficking as a phenomenon that treats human beings as ‘commodities to be sold and bought’, ‘put to forced labour with little or no payment’, that implies ‘close surveillance of the activities of the victims’, ‘involves violence and threats against victims’, and forces them to ‘live and work under poor conditions’, ultimately reiterating that human trafficking is the ‘modern form of the old worldwide slave trade’, a ‘regime of modern slavery’.63 On all those grounds, the court decided that human trafficking, as a vicious threat to human dignity, is incompatible with the values of a democratic society, and it considered it ‘unnecessary’ to discuss further whether any treatment within the ambit of human trafficking identifies with any of the terms used in art 4, namely ‘slavery’, ‘servitude’, and ‘forced or compulsory labour’. It concluded that human trafficking as defined in art 3(a) of the Palermo Protocol falls within the scope of art 4. Within the meaning of art 4, the court stated that states have an obligation ‘to take operational measures to protect victims or potential victims of trafficking’ in the circumstances when the state authorities knew or should have known that ‘an identified person had been or was at real
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and immediate risk of being trafficked or exploited within the meaning of Article 3 of the Palermo Protocol’. Failing to take such measures would result in a violation of art 4. The court also mandated training for law enforcement and immigration officials.65

The court finds it ‘logical’ that in light of a state’s general obligation to investigate alleged trafficking offences under art 4, it must ‘establish jurisdiction over any trafficking offence committed in its territory’, bearing in mind that human trafficking, also a cross-border crime, entails countries of origin, transit and destination, and trafficking offences can happen in any such country. This also establishes a duty to cooperate amongst states when events related to trafficking might happen outside of a state’s own territory. The court also discussed procedural obligations of Russia to investigate human trafficking, with particular emphasis on recruitment, because Rantseva had been recruited in Russia. The court stated that a failure to investigate recruitment would result in impunity for ‘an important part of the trafficking chain’. It found that Russia had an obligation to investigate the possibility of the involvement of Russian individuals or networks in the trafficking of Rantseva to Cyprus and the means of such recruitment. The failure to investigate recruitment amounted to a violation of Russia’s procedural obligation to investigate allegations of trafficking under art 4.66

In Rantsev, the ECHR was able to hold Cyprus and Russia accountable for breaching their positive obligations. It formulated novel state duties arising from the construction of human trafficking as de facto slavery. Such obligations range from raising awareness about the phenomenon of human trafficking to the training of law enforcement and immigration officials on issues related to human trafficking, and from administrative measures to regulate the operation of businesses that cover up human trafficking to necessary changes in policy and law. These state duties are related to immigration, criminalization, and the investigation and prosecution of all aspects of trafficking.

To conclude, international criminal law and the premier system of human rights law therefore agree on the inclusion of certain forms of human trafficking in the concept of enslavement or slavery.

---

64 Ibid, 70, para 286.
65 Ibid, para 287.
66 Ibid, 76, paras 307-09.
2. Specific international legal responses to human trafficking


The Palermo Protocol is undoubtedly, at the global level, the most important modern-day instrument dealing specifically with the complex issue of trafficking in human beings. It supplements, and forms part of, the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (TOC Convention). In its art 3, it provides the globally accepted definition of human trafficking, meaning:

- *the action of recruiting, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation.*

It further determines the scope of its application, as well as that of the TOC Convention to trafficking activities. It defines the scope of application relating to the prevention, investigation and prosecution of the Palermo Protocol offences, and the protection of victims. As the most comprehensive and detailed universal treaty on the subject of trafficking in persons today, the Palermo Protocol applies to trafficking in persons involving organized criminal groups, which is generally transnational in nature. However, it is necessary to note that in its Art 34 (2) the TOC Convention requires that offences will be ‘established in the domestic law of each State Party independently of the transnational nature or the involvement of an organized criminal group…’. It further clarifies that elements of transnationality and organized crime are only necessary as regards the applicability of the TOC Convention and the Palermo Protocol between the state parties. Making this difference is essential to understanding that human trafficking happens even within the borders of one country, without crossing international borders.

The Palermo Protocol provides a common basis for the criminalization of trafficking activities, the formulation of laws, ie the delimitation of offences and sanctions in respective national legal systems, the drafting of procedures...
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in investigating and prosecuting the trafficking crime, but it also provides for support and assistance of victims. The Protocol further promotes a global approach to human trafficking, i.e., it requires cooperation between states (Art 2). The Convention and Protocol facilitate investigation and prosecution of criminal activities across borders, and the Convention specifically provides for more specific and detailed requirements for extradition (Art 16, TOC Convention) and mutual legal assistance (Art 18, TOC Convention); it also endeavours to set substantive and procedural standards to harmonize anti-trafficking legislation and to mitigate differences.⁶⁹ These last elements go to the heart of combating transnational organized crime of trafficking.

But what is the reality of investigating and prosecuting the trafficking crime across borders? In a recent report on the TOC Convention,⁷⁰ the Conference of the Parties, which is the monitoring body of compliance with the Convention, provides us with what it calls a catalogue of examples of cases involving extradition, mutual legal assistance and other forms of international legal cooperation requested on the basis of the TOC Convention. The item of that round of monitoring was for the States Parties to report on the issue of compliance with the TOC Convention as regards international cooperation, with particular emphasis on extradition, mutual legal assistance and international cooperation for the purpose of confiscation, and the establishment and strengthening of central authorities. The aim was to assess whether and how states are using the TOC Convention. Alas, this catalogue includes only a few examples of cooperation in combating human trafficking. Looking deeper into the reality of such cooperation, one observes that there is much to be desired in the concerted efforts to combat the crime.

As seen above, the trafficking reality demonstrates that transnational criminal networks, which are ever more complex and pervasive, are creating new challenges for national, local and international authorities in their efforts to control them. Hence, transnational criminal containment through international cooperation has become an increasingly urgent and sophisticated issue for criminologists and governments alike.⁷¹ They continue to explore new ways of
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cooperation in order to receive information, to analyse risks, to ascertain trends and to police effectively, through designing comprehensive anti-trafficking strategies. Such strategies cover global and regional issues and have proven to be of varying efficacy. A transnational crime like human trafficking can only be combated in a systematic way: by establishing systems of understanding the specifics of the crime, its models, its environment and modus operandi, as well as designing and operationalizing international cooperation in all its aspects, in ways tailored to the specifics of the trafficking crime.

ii. A regional decision: the SAARC Convention on Preventing and Combating Trafficking in Women and Children for Prostitution and Other Instruments in Asia

In Asia, efforts to combat trafficking in persons are spread across various sub-regions and are not unified. There is however a treaty, adopted by the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC). The treaty concerns mainly trafficking for prostitution purposes, and its art I(3) provides a limited definition of trafficking. Article III requires states parties to the Convention to criminalize trafficking and effectively prosecute it. Further, it provides, among others, that measures be taken to extradite offenders, prevent trafficking as defined, protect and care for victims and implement its provisions. Its strength lies in the fact that its provisions focus on all important issues that reflect a victim-centered approach. However, it also suffers from a serious weakness: it focuses exclusively on one form of human trafficking, that of commercial sexual exploitation, and on one group of the exploited population, ie women and children. The reality in the region demonstrates that other forms of trafficking, such as forced labour and domestic servitude, are also prevalent, and vulnerable men are also a target group for exploitation, mostly in forced labour.

Also of interest is the Regional Conference on Trafficking in Women, 3-4 November 1998, resulting in the Bangkok Accord and Plan of Action to Combat Trafficking in Women, which was convened by the UN Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UN ESCAP). The Bangkok Accord makes
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recommendations for participating states to adopt plans of action nationally and regionally in fighting trafficking in persons in the areas of prevention, protection and prosecution. Such recommendations cover the conduct of situation analysis on the issue, criminalization and adoption of stiff penalties, training of personnel, education of women and children, conduct of research, prevention of re-victimization, protection of victims and witnesses, provision of legal assistance to victims, prevention of the criminalization of victims, safe return of victims to their home countries and the reintegration of victims. It also recommends enactment and adoption of a treaty on this issue, the implementation of regional actions plans, establishment of regional task force, and creation of a mechanism to implement the Bangkok Accord.

Another interesting initiative is what is known as the Bali Statements, and now called the Bali Process. This is an effort from the region containing recommendations for the prevention and combating of human trafficking by participating countries. The Bali Statements, from where the Bali Process originated, did not focus exclusively on human trafficking but considered and included recommendations for combating people smuggling, illegal migration and other crimes as well. A voluntary mechanism was developed from these conferences to promote sustainable and effective measures to combat people smuggling, human trafficking and other crimes in the region. The Bali Process follow-up is a joint effort that focuses on exploring practical measures to combat human trafficking, smuggling and other organized crime. About 50 countries and numerous international agencies, such as the International Organization of Migration (IOM) and the UNHCR, participate in it, and it is co-chaired by the Governments of Indonesia and Australia. In 2009, they created an Ad Hoc Group mechanism to bring together countries of origin, transit and destination in order to come up with a more effective regional response to current irregular migration in the Asia-Pacific region and to explore ways to deal with the present challenges. In 2011, the 4th Bali Regional Ministerial Conference on People Smuggling, Trafficking in Persons and Related Transnational Crime opted for ‘an inclusive but non-binding Regional Cooperation Framework (RCF)’


that would constitute a more effective way for the management of migration in the region.\textsuperscript{77} They also suggested the creation of a Regional Support Office (RSO) to coordinate common efforts in the Asia-Pacific region, with specific goals for short-term and long term activity. Information-sharing amongst States on issues related to refugee protection, international migration including irregular migration and border management, capacity building and exchange of best practices, as well as pooling of common technical resources are amongst priorities of the RSO. The Regional Cooperation Framework foresees that by the end of June 2012 an Action Plan with timeframe with specific activities will be developed. The process seems promising. It waits to be seen how it will further develop and what fruit it will come to bear.

In conclusion, these regional instruments show the engagement of regional elites in the societal problems that have become the face of human exploitation and their efforts to solve such problems in the context of the region, its culture and its sensitivities. So, institutional and legislative responses to control slavery and its derivative, human trafficking are not missing. However, their effectiveness depends on the implementation of their provisions and on the compliance of nation states with their obligations under these regional instruments. Institutional responses are not enough. Social responses through civil society and healthy partnerships amongst all stakeholders are necessary to ensure the intended effects of protection and reintegration of victims, preventive measures both at the demand and the supply end, and also cooperation in the field of identification, investigation and prosecution of the trafficking crime. Such cooperation would also ensure better utilization of human and financial resources and prevent their fragmentation.

\section*{B. Decisions of domestic jurisdictions}

\subsection*{1. An Asia-Pacific response}

Combating human trafficking effectively at national level requires specific laws that criminalize conduct related to human trafficking at all stages, as well as clear enforcement of such legislation. So while laws create a basis for more aggressive action against traffickers and their accomplices, some Asian states lack proper systems and effective internal government operations to enforce the laws, and

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{77} Fourth Bali Regional Ministerial Conference on People Smuggling, Trafficking in Persons and Related Transnational Crime, Co-Chairs’ Statement (Bali, Indonesia, 29-30 March 2011).}
even worse, some government officials are themselves complicit in trafficking: they facilitate it rather than combat it.\textsuperscript{78} Let us take a brief look at a national jurisdiction in the Asia-Pacific region, also in light of the US Department of State TIP Report of 2011.

According to TIP Report 2011, Australia is a Tier 1 country from the Asia-Pacific region that fully complies with the minimum standards for the elimination of trafficking. It is considered to be mostly a destination country for women and children subjected to forced prostitution, though women and men are also exploited in forced labour. Trafficking to Australia originates mostly from Thailand, Malaysia, South Korea, China, but also from India and Vietnam. It is thought that brothels in Australia are run by Asian organized crime groups. They, typically, recruit Asian women, procure visas fraudulently and bring them to work in brothels.

Australia has a law that prohibits sex and labour trafficking and trafficking-related offences. Divisions 270 and 271 of the Commonwealth Criminal Code contain offences relating to slavery, sexual servitude and deceptive recruiting. Section 270.3 creates offences of possessing a slave or exercising a power of ownership over a slave, engaging in slave trading, entering into a commercial transaction involving a slave and exercising control or direction over, or providing finance for, a commercial transaction involving a slave or an act of slave trading. Slavery offences are further divided into intentional offences (s 270.3(1)) and offences involving recklessness (s 270.3(2)). Division 271 created a comprehensive set of offences related to international and domestic human trafficking, with a focus on debt bondage. The sanctions range from 12 to 25 years’ imprisonment and fines of up to AU$152,000.

Another piece of legislation, the Migration (Employer Sanctions Amendment) Act 2007 (Cth), prohibits exploiting migrant employees through forced labour, sexual servitude or slavery. Civil society has reported that existing laws focus on physical force as a means to perpetrate the crime and they do not sufficiently cover non-physical forms of coercion, fraud or deceit. Another criticism has to do with the inadequacy in the criminalization of deceptive recruitment for labour services, which seems to be a growing concern in Australia. Investigations also seem to focus mostly on sex trafficking, and they constitute 70% of the investigations in the previous year, according to the TIP report. The report further notes that, to date, there have only been three prosecutions of slavery outside the sex industry, though trafficking for forced labour and domestic servitude is not scarce anymore.

\textsuperscript{78} Mindy M Willman, ‘Human Trafficking in Asia: Increasing Individual and State Accountability through Expanded Victims’ Rights’ (2009) 22 Colum J Asian L 283, 293.
One such important case is *R v Kovacs*, which deals with domestic servitude as a form of labour trafficking. The victim is a 25 year old Filipina woman trafficked to Australia in 2002 through a sham marriage arranged by Mr and Ms Kovacs. She was forced to work in slave-like conditions in their home and store, and was sexually assaulted on several occasions. The Queensland Court of Appeal, finding the defendants guilty of intentionally possessing a slave and intentionally exercising ownership over a slave, made visible a major problem, that of domestic servitude, an unexplored area of concern in Australia’s actions against human trafficking. The defendants were charged on the basis of Division 270.3(1) of the Commonwealth Criminal Code, with intentionally possessing a slave and intentionally exercising over a slave a power attaching to the right of ownership. This language of the court’s interpretation of slavery is in conformity with international law as discussed above. The defence tried to argue on the grounds of slavery being defined as legal ownership of a person as property, maintaining that reducing a person to a state of slavery cannot be ‘transitory in nature’, as legal ownership disqualifies such. To its credit, the court held that: “The offence of slavery is not one constituted by the doing of prescribed acts. It is an offence which, in this case at least, is constituted by a course of conduct which comprises a number of acts over an extended period.” The court further referred to the de facto conditions that held the victim in slavery with no realistic opportunity to leave. For the court, the freedom that the victim had was ‘illusory or non-existent’, because there were numerous factors that prevented her from leaving: her family’s dire poverty, her mother’s sickness, threats of ending up in jail if she left, limited knowledge of the English language, the lack of friends, the unspecified amount of debt the Kovacs claimed from her, the remoteness of the house, the fact that she was not in possession of her passport, but the Kovacs were. This case is of great importance in the region, because it not only follows the international trend in the interpretation of the concept of slavery and its changing meaning, but also because it very carefully discerns and describes subtle forms of coercion used to hold a victim in modern-day slavery.

---


80 For a good analysis, see Andreas Schloenhardt and Jarrod Jolly, ‘Honeymoon from Hell: Human Trafficking and Domestic Servitude in Australia’ (2010) 32 *Sydney L Rev* 671.
To conclude, as a response to breaches of public order or the potential breaches, the past trends in decision exemplify various prescriptive devices and institutional arrangements, backed up with mechanisms of accountability. They constitute major contributions to the struggle against the trade in human beings that reduces them to slaves, while simultaneously influencing our public order to approximate more closely an order of respect for the dignity of the human person. With the above analysis in mind, in light of conditioning factors, the New Haven approach suggests an effort to predict future decisions in the field.

V. Future Decisions in Light of Changed and Changing Conditioning Factors

What is clearly foreseeable is an upward trajectory of anti-trafficking action. Never before has there been so much focus on anti-trafficking efforts from around the world, including the Asia-Pacific region. Though legislative efforts to criminalize various activities of the trafficking chain are relatively new to some countries, they nevertheless have yielded success in several parts of the region. A number of other countries that do not have adequate laws will most likely catch up with the rest of national jurisdictions. Additionally, a number of regional initiatives such as the Bali Process, the Manila Process, the Asia-Pacific Consultations, the Bangkok Declaration on Irregular Migration, as well as other activities under the auspices of ASEAN and SAARC will most likely contribute to more serious cooperation in creating harmonized and mutually enforceable mechanisms in combating trafficking. Though most of these groups and activities have an economic and trade focus, they all strongly condemn trading in people and are developing strategies to effectively put an end to this problem.

Another trend appears to be concerted efforts to establish and implement public-private partnerships to work towards effective sanctioning of modern-day slavery. Reality has proven that government alone cannot put an end to trafficking in human beings. It needs the private sector in all its components, ie corporations, small businesses, NGOs, religious groups and academic institutions in order to be able to prevent, to arrest and deter trafficking, prosecute perpetrators and protect and rehabilitate the victims.

Linked intrinsically to migration, trafficking will not see a decrease unless governments put more efforts into managing migration, particularly through facilitating or removing the discouraging restrictions on the movement of people from East to West and from South to North. This is, however, not a popular trend with the governments, whose decisions are predominantly framed by aspects of national security and stringent border control. There will most likely be some movement in that regard, particularly within regional frameworks. However, progress will be very slow and it will follow the same pattern
experienced thus far: the traffickers will be a step ahead filling the gap in the thirsty labour and services market, and the governments will remain reluctant to modify their migration policies that would facilitate a legal redistribution of labour across boundaries. Having foreseen a general path towards sanctioning human trafficking, can we now devise new paths, better ones for the community and a public order of human dignity, as we appraise the steps taken so far? The last section addresses this question.

VI. Appraisal, Alternatives and Recommendations of Solutions in the Common Interest

A. Appraisal

The next step in the suggested procedure of the New Haven School is the evaluation of whether the public order goals in sanctioning the global evil of human trafficking have been achieved. To that end, I will assess the effectiveness of the above-listed trends in decision and other measures in achieving the following goals: preventing human trafficking; arresting ongoing acts of human enslavement; deterring human traffickers and correcting their behaviour; rehabilitating the victims; and restoration of public order and civil society.31

As to avoiding the scourge of human trafficking, the progress achieved has been small. It is primarily a function of public awareness, both in the countries of destination and, importantly, in the countries of origin. The success of trafficking often hinges on the fact that it is a hidden offence, successfully concealed in the crevices of the criminal underworld. The demand side of this market can be affected by concentrated and publicized government action, including prosecution of the exploiters. The supply side of the equation, the warning of potential victims in the countries of origin, is at least equally important. Even though governments’ geostrategic political interests in this field may be less than obvious, the US State Department’s annual Trafficking in Persons Report has raised the level of consciousness among governments and moved some to focus on information campaigns regarding this issue. The media’s attention to this matter is another key factor, such as the most recent CNN

series on modern slavery. Many media involved in anti-trafficking campaigns, however, often focus on the issue for a short time and then there is a long period of silence. Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) have made tremendous contributions, but, realistically speaking, there is a mixed bag of success:

- Struggling for funds, particularly in the developing world, organizations are split amongst those flirting with the government and singing the government’s praises for every little accomplishment, fearing to express any criticism of the deficiencies of government action – and those who see governments’ record of work as entirely negative, no matter what. Striking the balance here remains a challenge.
- Misallocation of resources has been occurring, as funds have been given without consideration of the needs on the ground in particular countries. Donors follow their own agenda.
- Lack of transparency about data: misguided apprehension about what information can be shared and what cannot be shared may heavily impair helpful studies in the field. It is very hard to conduct proper research because many organizations are unwilling to share their data.
- The academic world, in general, has focused little of its attention to the phenomenon of human trafficking. There are precious few research programmes, courses, seminars, modules for training or clinics in the field.

Ultimately, however, the problem can only be sustainably prevented if its root causes, often economic, are addressed and, to the extent possible, eradicated. Sexist, racist and classist cultural attitudes in society further aggravate the problem of trafficking.

To arrest ongoing acts of human trafficking, effective prosecution and police action is essential. The record of law enforcement is suboptimal: more pro-active investigations and prosecutions are needed. Certain governments pay mostly lip service to the cause of trafficking and consider anti-trafficking work more of an academic exercise, relegated to seminars and conferences. Real operational activity within the ministries of interior and law enforcement agencies is lacking, and the enactment of legislation is considered enough of an anti-trafficking effort. This is reflected in the dearth of allocation of human and financial resources to the struggle: for many governments, human trafficking remains at the bottom of their list of priorities. In many countries, the person in charge of trafficking does numerous other tasks as well, resulting in a lack of specifically assigned and trained staff to address human trafficking. Corruption and the resulting disrespect for the rule of law often also seriously hamper the effort at stopping these violations.

In many cases, a requirement for effective prosecution is the victim’s cooperation. Providing adequate resources for comprehensive victim protection and assistance remains a challenge, as the current economic crisis exacerbates the
problem of funding for investigation, prosecution and victim services.

As this is often a transnational phenomenon, cross-border police cooperation is key to stopping this harmful sequence of events. Such cooperation is increasing, but falls far short of what is necessary. Cooperation amongst law enforcement agencies at all levels (federal, state, local and international) remains minimal.

An ultimate remedy to arrest ongoing acts of human trafficking on a massive scale could be humanitarian intervention across country lines. This tool has not been contemplated yet, even though enslavement is an international crime.

To deter human traffickers and to correct their behaviour, both international and domestic prescriptions have been established. They have been analysed above in the section on past trends in decision. The Palermo Protocol, the Council of Europe and the SAARC treaties on human trafficking are important legal milestones in the international effort to deter those who would contemplate engaging in the trafficking in persons. They mandate criminalization of the act, investigation and prosecution. In addition, international criminal law now includes human trafficking as part of the definition of the crime of enslavement in Art 7(2)(c) of the Statute of Rome. The International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia has rendered its first decision in the Kunarac case applying such definition to a situation of continuing confinement and rape of forcible displaced women.

Domestic laws criminalizing trafficking in persons have now proliferated, encouraged both by the Palermo Protocol and the pertinent regional treaties, as well as the threat of sanctions under the US State Department’s monitoring regime of the annual global Trafficking in Persons Report. The problem, though, is their implementation. As stated above, various obstacles stand in the way of effective enforcement action against perpetrators of the offence, many caused by the lack of will, others by the inability of government actors. When criminal sanctions are employed, however, care should be taken that the offenders are also encouraged to mend their ways by offering instruction to correct their future behaviour. Also, civil litigation is currently successfully used to deter traffickers, yielding significant damages awards against them.

Another public order goal is the rehabilitation of the victims of human trafficking. The trauma inflicted on these victims, particularly in the field of sex trafficking and if they are children, is so profound that it often needs years of therapy and counselling to be overcome, if that can ever be done. 82 Civil suits

can yield the money for these efforts, if such judgments can ever be enforced against the abusers. As this is often not the case, reliance on governmental programmes and private initiatives is predominant. In many countries, shelters have been established to provide immediate protection; long-term physical, mental and psychological help as well as vocational training and education is, however, necessary to restore the victims’ sense of dignity and make them again functioning members of society.

The public order frayed by the scourge of trafficking in persons has to be restored. Government officials at all levels are in many places involved in the violation of the laws regarding human trafficking, induced by bribery and other forms of corruption. Corruption is often pervasive, as law enforcement officials in the police force or prosecution enrich themselves by simply ignoring the problem, in effect creating safe havens for traffickers. Corrupt or inept justice systems exacerbate the problem when traffickers brought before courts end up acquitted or let go with a simple fine to go back to the streets to continue their pernicious work. The final task is to restore civil society at large. This remains a particularly challenging task, especially in the countries of origin. It is not only the trafficked person herself that is severely victimized, but also her family and, possibly, the larger region and social context. Long-term, the root causes for falling prey to trafficking need to be addressed, be they economic, educational, attitudinal – resting in patterns of prejudice that have been developed over long periods of time.

B. Alternatives and recommendations in the global common interest

The invention, appraisal and selection of alternative solutions to the problem is the culminating, and most distinctive, task in the New Haven procedural toolkit. This can be a particularly creative endeavour, as it can and should be tailored to the specific challenge a problem poses. Human trafficking in various regions and areas of human activity has different faces, different participants and different challenges. They are analysed in the four steps indicated before. With regard to the particular aspect of human trafficking at hand, a variety of community responses are possible; they may involve authoritative and controlling action by local and/or international decision makers or actions by private actors.
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83 Wiessner, (note 47 above), pp 45, 52-53.
These arrangements\(^{84}\) may include:

- Further prescription of anti-trafficking laws both international law and domestic, including human rights law, international criminal law, humanitarian law, state responsibility, as well as individual domestic and international responsibility. In particular, this should include the express redefinition of slavery in human rights documents as including human trafficking as defined in the Palermo Protocol;

- Enhanced prosecution of offenders in domestic courts, even when they committed their acts outside the territory of the prosecuting state, based on the doctrine of universal jurisdiction, as well as prosecution before the ICC, where available, based on the crime of enslavement;

- Enhanced cooperation, in particular with respect to judicial assistance and extradition of alleged perpetrators to foreign and international criminal courts;

- Denial of sovereign or diplomatic immunity for the crime of enslavement;

- Creation of national civil remedies; and

- National and international programmes for the rehabilitation of victims and their reintegration into society.

These solutions are to be tailored, after careful contextual analysis, to the individual problem at hand.

In conclusion, as with respect to any other societal problem, the New Haven School of Jurisprudence allows for maximizing intelligence on a given social issue, and for the making of better, more informed choices. The fight against human trafficking can only benefit from the use of this precisely targeted and comprehensive interdisciplinary methodology.